THIRD/FOURTH QUARTER 2003

HP Contributes Hardware to PACE Institutions
At the PACE Annual Meeting on July 31, Jim Zafarana, HP
Worldwide Marketing Manager, announced that Hewlett
Packard (HP) is joining the program as a “PACE Contributor.”
In this role, HP will contribute new, as well as refurbished,
hardware to PACE Institutions around the world.
HP proposes the following contributions to PACE Institutions:
◆ New HP Intel-based engineering desktops (through
competitive grant process)*
◆ New HP large-scale plotters (through competitive
grant process)
◆ Below-educational-discount pricing on new HP
hardware for PACE Institutions
◆ Used/refurbished HP Intel-based engineering desktops
from GM’s refresh program (as part of the “PACE JumpStart” program historically providing PACE hardware)*
*This proposal is to offer the same approved configuration of HP
workstations from the GM Matrix to the PACE Institutions.

IN THIS
I S S U E ...

The new hardware program will start in Fall 2003. HP will work
with the PACE Office to identify a fair and mutually acceptable
grant procedure. The refurbished hardware will become
available in 2004 according to the GM refresh program.

“HP has been an integral part of GM’s vehicle development
process transformation,” stated Kirk Gutmann, GM’s Global
Manufacturing and Quality Information Officer and PACE
Executive Sponsor Council member. “HP’s background in
academic programs, coupled with their understanding of
GM’s manufacturing and product development processes,
optimizes the support and expertise that HP can provide to
PACE Institutions.”
HP is a leading global provider of products, technologies,
solutions and services to consumers and business. The
company’s offerings
span IT infrastructure,
personal computing and
access devices, global
services, and imaging
and printing. You can
find more information
about the company at
www.hp.com. ❑
Jim Zafarana presents this offer
at the PACE Annual Meeting.
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AutoWeb Provides Free
Data Exchange Accounts
The PACE Executive Sponsor
Council recently announced
that AutoWeb Communications,
Inc. has received the status of “PACE Supporter.” PACE
Supporters provide a product or service to PACE Institutions
that allows them to better achieve
their PACE-related goals. Effective
immediately, AutoWeb Communications,
Inc. will make available data exchange
accounts free-of-charge to PACE
Institutions globally, to be used when
exchanging data for GM projects.
“AutoWeb is pleased to be involved in

Kelly Henderson

the PACE Program,” said Kelly Henderson, VP of Sales and
Marketing and Chief Operating Officer for AutoWeb
Communications, Inc. “Our contribution is meant to assist GM
and the partnering universities with secure, efficient data
exchange services.”
Though the contributions of PACE Supporters are not valued in
the millions of dollars that characterize donations of PACE
Contributors (e.g., Altair Engineering, MSC.Software, HewlettPackard), their contributions are still critical for the PACE
Institutions to realize their PACE-related goals and activities.
The exchange of math models without distortion and loss of
data is essential for the kind of collaboration PACE seeks to
create between industry and academia.
PACE Institutions can request the data exchange accounts by
submitting a Request for Products and Services to the PACE
Office. For more information on the use of data exchange, visit
the AutoWeb Communications Web site at www.autoweb.net. ❑
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First Swedish Institution Joins PACE
A festive event at the University of
Trollhättan/Uddevalla (HTU) on April 11,
2003, celebrated HTU as the first
Swedish university accepted to the
worldwide network of PACE. The three
industrial partners, GM/Saab, EDS and
Sun, will support HTU with software, hardware, automotive
manufacturing components as well as training and technical support.
This support is a big boost for HTU in its continuous efforts to
implement highly qualified computer-aided technology in the
education of future engineers and scientists.
Professor Lars Ekedahl, Vice-Chancellor of HTU, regards the PACE
membership as both a recognition and an incentive. “Being a fairly
young institution, we are proud to now receive international

systems
and
grid
computing
software. These are ideal for typically
computer-intensive environments like
t h e a u t o m o t i v e i n d u s t r y. T h i s
technology makes it possible to view
and evaluate the new vehicles in their
earlier stages of development—long before elaborate and costly
physical models are built.
“Without the very latest computer technology, the development and
production of a modern automobile would be unthinkable. This makes
it important for young engineers, during their academic training, to
have the opportunity of working with the most advanced computers
and software,” said Peter Augustsson, Chairman & Chief Executive
Officer of Saab Automobile AB.
HTU has already put this contribution to work in student projects with
Volvo Aero. For example, one project for the Military Aircraft division
was to analyze and find a solution to a failing linkage in the Saab
Gripen fighter aircraft engine for supersonic flight at low altitude.
Several failures on the linkage driving the airfoil adjustment have
occurred during supersonic flights at low altitudes, resulting in
reduced engine performance. In order to optimize the forces in the
linkage, external measured forces were applied to a Unigraphics
Scenario for Motion model. The internal forces were analyzed and
correlated to measured results, and an optimization was performed in
order to reduce the forces. The most highly stressed components were
subsequently analyzed using Unigraphics Scenario for Structures.

HTU event: (l-r) Peter Lövgren, President, Sun Microsystems, Sweden; Arie van Essen,
President, Nordic Region - EDS PLM Solutions and Peter Augustsson, Chairman & CEO
of Saab present the official PACE Institution plaque to Professor Lars Ekedahl, ViceChancellor of the HTU.

Matthijs Klomp, at the Mechanical Engineering Department of HTU
comments, “The ease of use, and the power of the tools which are
integrated within the NX environment, enabled our students to excel in
the task which was given.” By using Unigraphics NX Scenario for
Motion, a 40% torque reduction in the critical joint was achieved,
solving the problem for Volvo Aero. This project proves that
University/Industry collaboration projects can present students with
real-world problems, and has proven to give the industry true value.

recognition as a leading university in the area of CAD/CAM/CAE
education through our membership in PACE,” said Ekedahl.
The hardware and software package supplied by the industrial PACE
partners will help HTU continue its consistent modernization process
in research and curriculum development. In the past years, HTU has
introduced computer-based modules, new study programs such as
“Industrial Design Engineering” and a broad usage of computer
simulation and computer-aided design, setting high standards in
education and research – relevant selection criteria for PACE.
EDS PLM Solutions supplied HTU with site licensing and software for
Unigraphics NX, E - f a c t o r y, Te a m c e n t e r E n g i n e e r i n g a n d
complementary services. These software programs can be used in the
Department of Technology as well as in other institutes and
departments involved in automotive or design research at HTU.
Sun Microsystems, via Saab Automobile, has provided HTU with 48
UNIX-based workstations, including two new high-end graphics
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The Volvo Aero RM 12 Engine as installed in the Saab Gripen aircraft.

The availability of PACE software has enabled students to exceed the
industry expectations of what student projects can achieve.
HTU becomes the 23rd institution to join the PACE Program and the
second European school. For more information about HTU, visit
www.htu.se. ❑

Direct Machining & Integration
Projects with GM Design Center
"This technology allows the creative sculptors to interact with the clay
immediately from the digital world so that they can keep the creative
processes flowing," commented Alan Rhodes, GM Digital Design Manager.
Paul Nelson, also a BYU student, worked on an integration project this
summer at the Design Center. GM uses multiple computer tools. Often
computer programs from different software companies require a level of
integration that neither software company can provide. Design reviews are
currently performed with a presentation style viewing tool from Alias called
Portfolio Wall. Portfolio Wall simply displays data in a user-friendly fashion.
The Design Center needed a link that could take data from Teamcenter
Engineering (iMAN – the Product Data Management Tool) and display that
data in Portfolio Wall for 3-D surface reviews.
Prof. Greg Jensen presents this project at the PACE Annual Meeting while BYU student,
Frank Wei Li, gives a demonstration.

Brigham Young University (BYU) students, Tyler Davis and Frank Wei Li,
spent the summer at GM’s Design Center in Warren, MI developing
advanced direct machining techniques for Alias|AutoStudio software. This
was accomplished by developing multiple plug-ins for Alias that allow
users to generate simple tool paths on a surface with Alias. These tool
paths can be animated, exported to M&G code, or sent directly to a mill
through various three and five axis controllers.

Paul programmed an integration link between iMAN and Portfolio
Wall, thus making it possible to view data stored in iMAN in Portfolio
Wall. The outcome of this project has reduced this 4-6 hour process
to 2-3 minutes. This PACE project integrated the strengths of the following
tools: Alias/AutoStudio, Teamcenter Engineering, Vis Mockup (EDS's
3-D viewing and analysis package), Portfolio Wall, and Studio Viewer
(Alias' 3-D viewing package).

This project significantly decreases the number of steps required for tool
path generation and passes the tool path data directly to a mill. Other
benefits include maintaining a persistent math model by eliminating
multiple file format conversions and placing tool path generation
capabilities directly into the hands of sculptors and designers.
A working demonstration showed a small mill cutting a surface directly
from Alias|AutoStudio. Though the technology is not yet ready for
production use, the students and GM alike are excited to continue
researching this area.

"There is a strong tie between BYU's industrial
design and engineering programs and the PACE
Program. It's exciting to see students gain
experience using computer-based tools where they
can help provide solutions to complex design
projects," states Wayne Cherry, Vice President of
Design. "We are pleased with the progress the BYU
students made this summer on direct machining
techniques and 3-D visualization. This is a win for
GM, the PACE Program and BYU."

SJTU Launches Research on Doors Assembly
The PACE Center at Shanghai Jiao Tong University
(SJTU) in China has established a joint research
project with GM China that focuses on the thermal
distortion caused by welding processes. The aim of
this PACE project is to determine and improve the
misalignment of door hinges caused by two
different welding processes, and to optimize the
welding sequence and weld number during the CO2
welding of doors to Body-In-White (BIW).
During the process of the door assembly to BIW, if
the door hinges are misaligned, many quality faults
occur—e.g., extensive door opening and closure
forces, harsh door noise, and water leaking
between doors and the autobody. These quality
problems have direct effect on the performance of

the car, and have resulted in customer
dissatisfaction. Furthermore, severe misalignment
of door hinges reduces the fatigue life and
generates safety faults. Clearly, it is necessary to

Working procedure station of the Doors’
assembly of SAIL

strictly control the quality of door assembly to BIW.
The door hinge has attracted the attention of GM
China and SJTU engineers. Long-term tracking
showed that stamping deviation of parts, locating
deviation of fixtures, and the deviation caused by
welding processes play roles in quality of door
assembly to BIW. With the help of "2mm project"
performed by the Body Manufacturing Technology
Center of SJTU, the first two factors have been fully
researched, and a number of measures have been
taken to reduce the misalignment of door hinges.
The results have been impressive, but through this
PACE project, GM China and SJTU continue to push
for even greater quality improvement. ❑
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ITESM-Monterrey Project with GMM
Students from ITESM-Monterrey recently completed a project entitled
Design of a Triphilar Pendulum for Moment of Inertia Determination
with the support of content experts from GM de Mexico (GMM).
This project required; 1) had to be easy to install and remove, and
2) would use space efficiently.

One of the requirements was to have a design with an error
percentage under 2% between the
calculated and measured results.

The common way to determine the
moment of inertia (needed force to
start moving a component) within GM
is the use of a triphilar pendulum like
the one shown here.

The final presentation included the
material specifications, a materials
analysis, the result of the
comparison between a calculated
moment of inertia of a known piece,
and the value obtained with a
prototype pendulum—as well as a structural analysis of the design.

The project objective was to generate
the complete drawings — with
materials specifications, dimensions
and instructions—to assemble a
triphilar pendulum at GMM. It also
required mathematical demonstration
of the correlation between the calculated moment of inertia of a
known part and the measurement with a prototype pendulum.

“One of the constraints that we face is that the ceiling structure in our
facilities cannot support the pendulum plus the transmission or
engine,” said Marco Perez, GMM Engineering Group Manager, Build
& Test, Noise Vibration Harshness/Materials Labs. “Using the
standard pendulum design would require substantial ceiling
reinforcement. Adopting this new design suggested by the
ITESM-Monterrey students is an option that may prove far more
cost-effective.” ❑

2003 SIG List

S O F T W A R E

T A B L E

PACE Special Interest Groups (SIGs) provide a forum for faculty
information exchange and program research and development. Below
is a list of the current SIGs and their respective leader. If you would like
to join a SIG, contact the specified leader. Some SIGs are awaiting
leader identification. If you are interested in becoming a leader for one
of those SIGs, contact Tanya Jordan at tanya.jordan@gm.com.
◆ 24/7 COLLABORATIVE ENGINEERING
Leader: Jan Helge Bøhn, Virginia Tech
E-mail bohn@vt.edu
◆ COURSEWARE
Leader: Steve Lambert, Waterloo
E-mail steve@uwaterloo.ca

Below are the current versions of the software that PACE
Institutions should be utilizing effective October 1, 2003.

◆ MANUFACTURING
Leader: TBD

SOFTWARE
Unigraphics

◆ MECHANICAL SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
Leader: Paul Zang, Kettering
E-mail pzang@kettering.edu

EDS Teamcenter (GM iMAN)
Teamcenter Visualization
EDS e-Factory Toolkit
eVis
MSC.ADAMS
MSC.Nastran
MSC.Akusmod
Altair Hypergraph
Altair Hyperview
Altair Motionview

◆ PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
Leader: TBD
◆ SOFTWARE STANDARDS AND RELIABILITY
Leader: David Wallace, MIT
E-mail drwallac@mit.edu
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VERSION
UG NX v1.3.2
(NX = Version 19)
v7.0.3.6
v4.1.1
Factory CAD: v7.1
v4.2
v12.0
v2001.0.7
v1.4
v5.1
v5.1
v5.1

ITESM-Toluca Holds PACE Event
On April 3 and 4, ITESM-Toluca (Mexico) held an event aimed at
creating interest and enthusiasm around parametrics-based software
applications, specifically in programs related to PACE. Approximately
900 people attended, including engineering faculty and students from
the institution, as well as local high school students.
A major aspect of the event was the address provided by David Rojas,
Chief of Vehicle Integration at GM de Mexico (GMM). Rojas urged the
students to take their education very seriously. “Industry requires
engineers with a strong background in basic sciences,” Rojas said.
He went on to explain how their education can prepare them for
automotive careers of the future.
All of the conference sessions contributed special value to the event,
and the feedback from both students and faculty was very positive.
Specific sessions included Design of Electric Wiring in Cars,
Automotive Mechatronics, Student Projects with GMM, and CAD/CAE
in Engine Design.

As a result of the various
conferences, the interest
in PACE really increased,
and comments like, “I did
not know that PACE
was this much!” and
“How can I participate
in the projects?”, were
not uncommon.
Congratulations to the
PACE team at ITESM
To l u c a — G e r a r d o
Alducin, Rafael Vilchis
and José C. Miranda—
on a very successful
event! ❑

Share Your Ideas on the New PACE Forum
each PACE Institution approves membership privileges for any
students or staff members from that institution. Although there is a
high level of security, the posting of confidential or proprietary
information is prohibited.
Getting Started: A Quick Guide
1. Go directly to the PACEpartners.org forum by using this URL:
http://www.pacepartners.org/cgi-bin/yabb/YaBB.pl
2. Click on Register (the top-right area of the site).
3. Choose a username. The username can be anything, but please note
that every message you post will be associated with this username.
4. Enter your E-mail address.
5. Read the Forum user agreement.
6. Check “agree” and click register.
The creation of a new on-line forum gives members of the PACE
community (industry and academia) a place to discuss topics related
to hardware and software issues, Special Interest Group topics, and
other PACE-related activities. Users will have the ability to post and
respond to questions and discussions. Categories and sub-categories
have been created to better organize the forum to allow for quick and
easy access for posting questions and answers. Moderators for
specific categories will be granted the ability to edit, move and remove
posts as part of an effort to keep the forum organized.
Membership is regulated by requiring a username and password in
order to read and post in the forum. The PACE Program Integrator from

7. Shortly after registering, check your E-mail. You will receive a
password. Go back to the forum and log in using your username and
password. Once you log in, you may change your password by
clicking on the “Profile” link toward the top of the page.
8. To access all PACE-related boards, e-mail Tanya Jordan from
the PACE office to have your member status upgraded to
“PACE Approved.”
Please address all forum questions to Tanya Jordan at
tanya.jordan@gm.com or by telephone at 586-947-2386. Ideas for the
forum may be posted in the “Suggestions” board with the PACE
Members Only section. ❑
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UG Tutorial/Toolkit
Project at MIT
Dr. Martin Culpepper, Assistant Professor at MIT, is heading a PACE
project for his students entitled: Development of a UG NX CAD
Tutorial/Toolkit for Project-based Design Classes. The purpose of this
project is to develop a UG tutorial/toolkit that satisfies the CAD
teaching needs of project-based courses. This project lays the
foundation for increased use of Unigraphics at MIT.
The integration of CAD tools into design-based courses is desired to
better emulate industry design practices, leverage geometry transfer
capabilities (CAM and FEA) and manage project design
(making sure the parts fit). As it is not reasonable for the
respective MIT classes to specify CAD experience as a prerequisite,
CAD is often taught within the courses. This requires heroic efforts
from the students and faculty to cover CAD in addition to the already
intense core educational goals of the class. In many cases, students
are either forced to learn CAD by “picking it up” as they go, or they
select the easiest “quick-start” tool that they can find—regardless of
long-term value. In the end, these efforts are self-defeating.
Students become frustrated and develop work-around solutions to
avoid using CAD tools.
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Many of the available CAD tutorials require a full class to complete.
In the past, MIT has successfully edited such tutorials and added its
own material to transform the tutorials into workable learning tools,
gauged to a specific class.
This PACE project provides a UG NX tutorial for two
freshman/sophomore-level MIT design courses (2.000 How and Why
Machines Work, and 2.007 Design and Manufacturing I), and will
require eight hours of the respective course’s class time. After
completing this tutorial, students will be capable of using the tool to
design prototype parts and assemblies and provide prints. These
tutorials will act as tool kits for both faculty and students. They will
be designed to mete out the aspects of the software that are specific
to the particular class, without overloading the student with aspects
that they do not need.
The one-year timeline for this project includes:
◆ Developing documentation and sample exercises
◆ Developing and integrating animated and linked media
◆ Testing this in two courses
◆ Optimizing and packaging for export to other PACE Institutions
After the pilot program slated for Spring 2004 at MIT, other PACE
Institutions will be able to modify the tool kit to fit their courses.
Professor Culpepper is seeking collaboration with other PACE
Institutions that wish to help shape the new curriculum. Please
e-mail him directly at culpepper@mit.edu.

◆ CONGRATULATIONS to all the winners of the 2003 Mini Baja and Formula SAE
competitions! Below are the PACE Institutions that placed in the top three:
MINI BAJA WEST
Brigham Young University – 1st Place Overall
FORMULA SAE
Michigan State University – 3rd Place Overall
◆ Mark your calendars – the annual PLM World 2004 Conference will be held
May 17–21 at the Anaheim Convention Center in Anaheim, CA. Check out
www.plmworld.org for more information. There will be a PACE meeting at this
event. More details to come!
◆ The 2004 PACE Annual Meeting is tentatively scheduled for August—
a date will be announced in February 2004 with more details about the
format and agenda.

2003 PACE Annual Meeting Report
On July 31, 2003 university representatives
from several countries traveled to the
GM Tech Center campus in Warren, MI to
attend the 2003 PACE Annual Meeting. This
event joined PACE Institution faculty and
PACE Industry representatives to discuss
successes, challenges and next steps.
Dr. Jamie Hsu, Executive Director, GM
Technology Management and Technology
Intelligence, opened the meeting. He
discussed GM’s quality rating from JD Power
and its upward trend in the recent years. He
also described the recent and anticipated
GM vehicle launches.
Joe Joseph, Director of GMU Knowledge
Center, moderated a panel discussing the
challenges of integrating math into design,
product and manufacturing processes.
Panel participants included Diane Jurgens,
Director of Global CAD & Visualization
Systems for Develop Product, IS&S; Bill Dye,
Regional Technical Manager, Global GM
Account, EDS PLM Solutions; Jim Welton,
Director, Global Performance Integration;
Susan Smyth, Director, Manufacturing
Technology Applications; and Jon Eppler,
Designer, GM Vehicle Configuration and new
GM employee from MSU.
Bob Kruse, Executive Director, Vehicle
Integration, provided the Keynote Address.
He referenced GM’s strategic directions

including the new role of the "Designing
Engineer"; a reuse strategy that applies to
architectures, systems, components, etc.;
global work sharing; math strategy (virtual
vision); and using the best people to
accomplish these goals. He explained that
the PACE Institutions’ role includes
integrating the PACE tools into their
curricula, participating in projects with GM
and extending the PACE tools usage into
styling and manufacturing.

Ron DeBrabant, Director of PACE Projects –
U.S., spoke about current PACE projects
and future opportunities. He explained how
the PACE Institutions can participate in
these efforts and how GM can benefit from
this work.

Faculty from the PACE Institutions presented
on their recent efforts with the PACE
software and hardware.

The day ended with a reception and a "GM
Drive Experience" where faculty and other
guests test-drove the Cadillac SRX, Cadillac
DeVille, Saturn ION, Pontiac Grand Prix, GMC
Envoy and the very popular Cadillac XLR!

◆ Greg Jensen and students from Brigham
Young University, Direct Machining of CAD
models (see page 3)

Tony Trecapelli, Engineering Group Manager
gave attendees a description of the "Digital
Design Environment" at GM and the
transition from 2D drafting to our current
visualization/collaboration practices.

◆ Jan Helge Bøhn, Virginia Tech presented
PACE and GM’s Impact on Engineering
Education
◆ David Wallace, MIT – DOME Project, Peer
Review and Unigraphics Tutorial Project
(see page 6)
◆ Matthijs Klomp, University of Trollhättan/
Uddevalla – Successful Student Projects using
PLM Software at Volvo Aero (see page 2)
◆ Pedro Orta, ITESM-Monterrey – Experiences
Developing Projects with GMM

BYU Student, Tyler Davis, test-drives the Cadillac XLR!

Other highlights of the meeting included:
◆ Sun Microsystems new offering of Sun
servers
◆ Hewlett Packard added as "PACE Contributor"
for their hardware (see page 1)
◆ New online PACE Forum for discussion (see
page 5)
◆ Autoweb Communications added as a "PACE
Supporter" by donating their data exchange
accounts (see page 1)
If you would like to receive copies of any of the
presentations given at the meeting, please
contact Tanya Jordan at tanya.jordan@gm.com.

Bob Kruse, Executive Director,
GM Vehicle Integration, gave
the keynote address to the
meeting attendees.
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General Motors
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Sun Microsystems

PACE
Supporters

PACE Institutions
CANADA

MEXICO

UNITED STATES

Dalhousie University
Queen’s University
University of British Columbia
University of Toronto
University of Waterloo

Instituto Politécnico Nacional

Brigham Young University
Kettering University
Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Northwestern University
Prairie View A&M University
Purdue University
Tuskegee University
University of Michigan
University of Missouri-Rolla
Virginia Tech

CHINA

ITAM
ITESM-Estado de Mexico
ITESM - Monterrey
ITESM-Toluca
Universidad Iberoamericana

Shanghai Jiao Tong University

SWEDEN
GERMANY

University of Trollhättan

Technische Universität Darmstadt

We welcome your comments. Please send questions, comments and article suggestions to Tanya Jordan, PACE
Marketing Coordinator and Editor, PACE in Action, GM Knowledge Center, MC 480-303-110, 6442 E. 12 Mile Road,
Warren, MI 48090-9000; E-mail: tanya.jordan@gm.com; phone (586) 947-2386; fax (586) 947-2715.
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